The disappearance of Astrid Bricard
by Natasha Lester- LESTER
Holding what remains of her mother and grandmother's legacies, Blythe Bricard stitches together the painfully beautiful fabrics of three generations of heartbreak to create something that will shake the foundations of fashion while trying to answer the question: what really happened to her mother?

Sugar, baby : a novel
by Celine Saintclare- SAINTCLARE
Moving in with Emily, a model and sugar baby, dating rich older men for money, and the other sugar babies, mixed-race 21-year-old Agnes is drawn deeper and deeper into their world of high-paid sex work where she finds herself searching for fulfillment just as desperately as she was before.

A council of dolls : a novel
by Mona Susan Power- POWER
Details the stories of three women from different generations, told through the stories of the dolls they carried in 1888, 1925 and 1961 bringing to light the damage done to indigenous people through history. 75,000 first printing.

An unlasting home : a novel
by Mai Al-Nakib- NAKIB
“The debut novel from an award-winning short story writer: a multigenerational saga spanning Lebanon, Iraq, India, the United States, and Kuwait that brings to life the triumphs and failures of three generations of Arab women”
After the death of her literary rival in a freak accident, author June Hayward steals her just-finished masterpiece, sending it to her agent as her own work, but as emerging evidence threatens her success, she discovers how far she'll go to keep what she thinks she deserves.

After fifty-nine years of marriage, as her husband Bernard's health declines, and her friends' lives become focused on their grandchildren—which Jenny never had—Jenny decides she wants a little something for herself. So she secretly applies to be a contestant on the prime-time TV show Britain Bakes. Jenny delights in a newfound independence but the stress of the competition, starts to unearth memories buried decades ago. By putting herself in the limelight, has Jenny created a recipe for disaster?

Helping a cult horror director shoot the missing scene from his magic film that was never finished to lift a curse, sound editor Montserrat and her best friend Tristan start seeing strange things and must unravel the mystery of this film and the obscure occultist who once roamed their city.

After fifty-nine years of marriage, as her husband Bernard's health declines, and her friends' lives become focused on their grandchildren—which Jenny never had—Jenny decides she wants a little something for herself. So she secretly applies to be a contestant on the prime-time TV show Britain Bakes. Jenny delights in a newfound independence but the stress of the competition, starts to unearth memories buried decades ago. By putting herself in the limelight, has Jenny created a recipe for disaster?

In this feminist retelling of ancient creation myths, Lilith and Adam are equal and happy in the Garden of Eden—until Adam decides Lilith should submit to his will and lie beneath him. She refuses—and is banished forever from Paradise. Demonized and sidelined, Lilith watches in fury as God creates Eve, the woman who accepts her submission. But Lilith has a secret: she has already tasted the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge.

Arriving in Hollywood to become an actress, Anna May Wong discovers her beauty and talent aren't enough to overcome the racism that relegates her to supporting roles and, over the years, fights to win lead roles, accept risqué parts and keep her illicit love affairs hidden—even as she finds global stardom.

Sent to report on the murder of Paloma, a legendary healer who entrusted her cousin Felicina with all her secrets, Zoe finds her life twisting around Felicina in a dance macabre as she begins to understand the hidden history of her own experience as woman.

“An unforgettable debut about a young British Ghanaian woman as she navigates her twenties and finds her place in the world”

“Ro is stuck. She’s just entered her thirties, she’s estranged from her mother, and her boyfriend has just left her to join a mission to Mars. Her days are spent dragging herself to her menial job at a mall aquarium, and her nights are spent drinking. Ro’s only companion is Dolores, a giant Pacific octopus who also happens to be Ro’s last remaining link to her father, a marine biologist who disappeared while on an expedition when Ro was a teenager. Wading through memories of her youth, Ro has one last chance to come to terms with her childhood trauma, recommit to those around her, and find her place in an ever-changing world.”

“An unforgottable debut about a young British Ghanaian woman as she navigates her twenties and finds her place in the world”